ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Hydrodynamic bearings are integral parts of the vast majority of propulsion systems installed on modern ships. Article [10] , provides one example of how complex such a system can be and how its efficiency can be increased using a combination of different devices, i.e. Diesel engine, gas turbine and steam turbine. The contemporary ship power plant is presented in article [14] and operational and economic analysis of some parts of the steam turbine power plant is discussed in article [3] . A summary of losses and energy efficiency of drive motors is presented in paper [18] . Descriptions of hydrodynamic bearings used in shipbuilding industry can be found in papers [16, 17] . The analyses presented in these papers concern various materials used in bearing constructions and load-carrying capacity. Values of stiffness and damping coefficients of hydrodynamic bearings are the most important from the point of view of dynamical performance [12, 13] . Because of many difficulties in numerical modelling, many experimental methods for determination of their values have been proposed [9, 21] . Experimental investigations were performed with different types of bearings. The paper [8] presents the identification of dynamic coefficients of a hybrid gas bearing that has a sophisticated and robust construction with a complex structure of the foils. The literature study showed that an experimental determination of stiffness and damping bearing characteristics is conducted not just for radial bearings but for thrust bearings as well.
The experimental identification of stiffness and damping characteristics for an axial foil bearing has been dealt with in detail in article [1] . Bearing dynamic coefficients change along with the rotational speed [15, 23] .
The article presents the continuation of research described in articles [4, 5] . The measurement methodology has already been described in detail in these articles. This article focuses on the results from experimental studies. The calculation algorithm for experimental determination of stiffness, damping and mass coefficients of two hydrodynamic bearings using an impulse excitation of the rotating shaft was developed and could be found in article [4] . It is based on conventional linear modelling methods and the least squares method for approximation purposes. When it comes to analyzing systems the operations of which are nonlinear (like in the case of the test rig analyzed in this article), calculations are performed with a certain approximation -as if the response signal would originate from a linearly operating system. The results presented there were calculated using numerically generated signals. The rotor was supported by two hydrodynamic slide bearings. During its operation at constant rotational speed, the shaft was excited by an appropriate force acting between the bearings. The modelled excitation corresponds very closely to the excitation which was applied by an impulse hammer during the experimental research. The displacements of the bearing journals were registered following the application of the excitation to the central part of the shaft. In the next step, the stable operation signal is subtracted from the signal registered after the excitation. As a result, a fading signal which is sinusoidal in shape was obtained. The stiffness, damping and mass coefficients of the rotor -bearings system were determined on its basis and on the basis of excitation force signal.
In numerical simulations dealing with bearings, their stiffness and damping coefficients must be known. The coefficients identification requires either carrying out additional computations or performing experimental research. The computational method discussed herein allows us to obtain not only stiffness and damping coefficients but also mass coefficients -and it does that in one calculation step. The mass coefficients are broadly equivalent to the shaft mass. Calculated values of mass coefficients can be easily verified because the shaft mass is known. The experimental methods for identification of bearing dynamic coefficients are prone to a large amount of measurement errors. Upon verification of mass coefficients, results obtained from an experimental research can be tested for correctness in a swift and straightforward manner. The calculations of added mass coefficients of the skewed marine propellers are shown in publication [22] . The three-dimensional boundary element method (BEM) was developed to predict the propeller added mass and moment of inertia coefficients. The values of the added mass coefficients were predicted based both on geometric and flow parameters of the analyzed propeller.
Paper [6] describes an experimental study which was conducted on a test rig to determine dynamic performance characteristics of a tilting-pad journal bearing. The next publication [7] shows that by changing operating parameters of the rotating system or the measuring method the authors obtained different values of the bearing dynamic coefficients.
Article [5] concerns the sensitivity analysis of an experimental method for identification of dynamic coefficients of the hydrodynamic bearings. The analyses were conducted on the basis of signals generated by numerical models. The main parameters of concern were as follows: rotor geometry, material properties, position and angle of the measuring sensors as well as location and angle of the vibration excitation applied by an impact hammer made by PCB Piezotronics (model 086C03 with a metal tip). As the numerical model allows all input data to be changed, it is possible to compare the calculated and set dynamic coefficients of the hydrodynamic bearings. It turned out that the theoretical accuracy of the coefficients determination is very high. The sensitivity analysis proved to be very helpful in orienting the attention towards the aspects that are especially relevant in the calculation process. Furthermore, it indicated the need for some adjustments, by the introduction of which the numerical model started to generate correct results.
BASIC TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TEST RIG AND THE MEASUREMENT RESULTS
The test rig for testing small rotors was built in order to be able to conduct research on rotor -bearings systems and to analyze defects, such as bearing damage, rotor unbalance, shaft misalignment, etc. The photo of the test rig is presented in Fig. 1 . Its weight -without the supporting structure -is approximately 60 kg.
The length of the test rig is 1.25 m, and its width and height are 0.36 m and 0.65 m, respectively. The axes of the coordinate system used during the experimental research are shown in the top left-hand corner of Fig. 1 . The test rig rests on a 13mm steel plate with two channel bars attached to it that are equipped with rubber feet that allow adjusting the height of the plate and its levelling. The rotor shaft was supported by two bearings. The system was driven by a three-phase motor with a maximum speed of 3450 rpm. The motor speed was adjusted by means of a frequency converter with capacity of 1.5 kW. The motor was connected to a gear that increases the speed with a gear ratio 3.5:1. The presence of the inverter allows varying the motor speed up to 12,000 rpm. The gear is connected to the rotor shaft using a permanent coupling. The coupling diameter is 50 mm and its length is 60 mm. The oil-lubricated bearing system was equipped with a pump. During the experimental tests, the oil pressure was 0.16 MPa. Displacements of the rotor were measured using eddy current displacement transducers (model CWY-DO-501A) having a sensitivity of about 4 mV/µm.
Fig. 1. Test rig
The tested rotor has a length of 920 mm. The distance between the coupling and the first bearing support was 170 mm. The rotor was mounted in two bearing supports. The distance between the supports was 580 mm. The rotor disc is equidistant to each bearing supports. The rotor diameter is 19.02 mm and the rotor disc diameter is 152.4 mm. The excitations were applied using an impact hammer at the point that is shifted 30 mm from the rotor disc's midpoint. For safety reasons, the rotor -bearings system was equipped with a lockable casing made of hard transparent plastic.
The rotor was supported by two hydrodynamic bearings ( Fig. 2) with the same geometries. The radial bearing clearance is 76 µm and the bearing length is 12.6 mm. Every bearing has two supply ports located on both sides of the shaft. The supply ports have a diameter of 2.54 mm. The oil supply pressure was 0.16 MPa. The viscosity grade of the lubricating oil is consistent with ISO 13 recommendations.
Fig. 2. The hydrodynamic bearing
The vibration trajectories for bearing no. 2 (the one that lies further away from the coupling, respectively) are presented in Fig. 3 . The graph represents 12 rotor revolutions at the rotational speed of 4,500 rpm. Signals are filtered using a band-pass filter which rejects frequencies below 1/3X and above 3X (3rd harmonic). Despite the precise alignment of the shaft ends, the rigid coupling had a big impact on the vibration trajectories of the first bearing. Fig. 4 clearly indicates a phenomenon called "whirl". [10] . It should be stressed that dynamics of the rotating system are affected not only by the coupling and bearings but also by the whole supporting structure [2] . There are also other elements (such as twisted blades) that have an impact on vibrations of the entire system since they influence vibration trajectories of the bearing journals [11] . 
(two top graphs) and no. 2 (two bottom graphs)
Figure 3 presents the FFT spectra showing the bearing journal displacements for both bearings along the X and Y axes. These axes correspond to the axes of the coordinate system already given in Fig. 1 . The denotation of "1X" refers to the displacement measurement of bearing no.1 (the one that lies closer to the coupling) in the x-direction (a horizontal direction). Likewise, the denotation of "2Y" indicates the measurement of bearing no. 2 in the y-direction (a vertical direction). The measurements were made at the rotational speed of 4,500 rpm that corresponds to the frequency of 75 Hz. This value can be observed on the graphs as the second component (counting from the left). Besides the first harmonic (1X), also the 1/2 subharmonic (having the frequency of 37.5 Hz) is present on the graph denoted "1X". The 1/2 subharmonic dominates the FFT spectra regarding bearing no. 2. This is clearly the indication of the unstable operation of the bearings.
CALCULATION OF DYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS OF THE HYDRODYNAMIC BEARINGS
The calculation diagram of the experimental determination of bearing dynamic coefficients is presented in Fig. 5 . In the first step, the necessary experimental research is carried out. The rotor shaft surface (situated at a distance of 30 mm from the disc) is hit in a horizontal direction (X) with an impact hammer when the rotor rotates at constant speed. This action was repeated around a dozen times within 40 seconds. Then, the measurement is performed in the same way with the only difference being that hitting the shaft is performed in a vertical direction (Y). In the second step, the reference signal (corresponding to the stable operation of the rotor) is subtracted from the signal registered after the excitation. This operation was carried out using the computer program called "Signal", created for this purpose. The third step consists in centering values of the signal corresponding to an excitation force and omitting the values related to the main component. The signals thus obtained are subjected to an FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) analysis [11] . The spectral components received after the centering process are analyzed in a frequency domain. The matrixes A, Z and I are then created. Z matrix contains bearings' dynamic coefficients that are to be identified, I is an identity matrix and A matrix consists of input signals needed for computations. These input signals relate to excitation forces and measured responses of the mechanical system. Zeroing the signal of excitation force apart from its main part The detailed description of the experimental method for identifying bearing dynamic coefficients is given in paper [4] . Computations are performed with signals represented in a frequency domain. The dynamic coefficients of the bearings are estimated on the basis of the resonance range. The frequencies of the natural vibrations of fluid-flow machinery vary with rotational speed. During the analysis of dynamic coefficients of the bearings, the resonance range of the rotor should be taken into account for each rotational speed. The coefficients are calculated using the least squares method.
If a force applied using the impact hammer is located in the middle part of the rotor, it should be divided by 2 and the obtained value will be the value of the excitation force corresponding to a single bearing. In the event when the excitation is applied at a point that is not equidistant from each of the bearings, the excitation force have to be distributed between the bearings proportionately to the distances between them. 
. Stable operation of the bearing no. 2 at 4,500 rpm (the two upper graphs) and the signal obtained after the excitation had been applied (the two lower graphs). The graphs denoted by a) and c) present the signals along the X direction, while the ones denoted by b) and d) the signals along the Y direction
Fig . 6 presents the signals measured during the experimental research. The two upper graphs show the displacements of bearing no. 2 during its stable operation, in the X and Y directions (respectively on the left and right-hand sides). The journal displacements shown on the lower graphs were registered immediately after applying the excitation to the test system using an impact hammer. As we can observe, there is increase or decrease in the vibration amplitude depending on the rotor position. The differences between the lower and upper signals were the basis for carrying out the calculations of dynamic coefficients of the hydrodynamic bearings. The signal resulting from the subtraction of the stable operation signal from the signal registered after the excitation is presented in Fig. 8 as a black curve. This signal relates bearing no. 2 and the X-direction. On its basis, the bearing dynamic coefficients were determined.
CALCULATION RESULTS
The calculations of stiffness, damping and mass coefficients were performed on the basis of the measured displacements of bearing journals and the excitation force signal as well. The calculation process is illustrated in Fig. 5 . Table 1 presents the resulting values of stiffness, damping and mass coefficients for the rotor -bearings system. The results were obtained using six data sets. The table lists the average values and their respective standard deviations.
The results obtained for the bearing that lies closer to the coupling are characterized by higher standard deviations. This fact can be explained by the significant impact of the rigid coupling on the bearing operation. This impact could be considerably reduced by replacing the coupling by a more flexible one. During analysis of the results, only the results obtained for the bearing situated at the free end of the rotor's shaft should be considered as reference values.
Notwithstanding the fact that both hydrodynamic bearings have the same geometries, different values of dynamic coefficients have been obtained for the two bearings. Higher standard deviations in the results for bearing no. 1 (in comparison to bearing no. 2) imply that there is a discrepancy between the results obtained for each bearing. Given the highly nonlinear nature of the test system, one could have expected such high standard deviations. The experimental results concerning this type of systems have very little repeatability, which was reflected in the results presented herein. The values of main coefficients (denoted by xx and yy) have lower standard deviations than the crosscoupled coefficients (denoted by xy and yx). Some crosscoupled stiffness, damping and mass coefficients have higher standard deviations than their average values.
The values of errors for dynamic coefficients of hydrodynamic bearings calculated using different experimental methods can be as high as 60 percent -in some cases, even an order of magnitude. A summary of the values of errors obtained for ten or so cases described in the literature was prepared by T.W. Dimond et al. and presented in paper [9] damping, and mass terms, related to machine vibrations. Detailed numerical values of the bearing dynamic characteristics are necessary for proper design and operation of rotating machinery. The methods of the identification of fluid film journal bearing static and dynamic characteristics, particularly the bearing stiffness, damping, and mass coefficients, from measured data, obtained from different measurement systems, is reviewed. Many bearing tests have been performed to validate a number of different theoretical models, including the classical Reynolds isoviscous model. More advanced bearing models include the thermohydrodynamic (THD. By comparing the obtained standard deviation values with the ones described in the literature, it has been established that our results are satisfactory. 
VERIFICATION OF THE RESULTS
For verification of the experimental results, the model of the test system was prepared using Abaqus 6.14-2. The model consisted of a concentrated mass point with one degree of freedom and an elastic-damping element (Fig.  7) . The method used for the verification of results is the same as the one proposed by Qiu and Tieu [19] . The force value acting during the experimental research as well as the stiffness and damping characteristics determined on the basis of experimental studies were incorporated into this numerical model. The calculated displacement of the concentrated mass point resulting from a pulse force applied to it was compared with the system response measured during the experimental research. Both components in the model lie in the same plane. The first component is fully constrained (i.e. all degrees of freedom are removed), while the second component has only one degree of freedom left, namely, motion in the Y direction. The mass attributed to the concentrated mass point was 2.35 kg, representing half of the rotor mass. The two components are connected with one another by an elastic-damping element. The stiffness of this element was 8,700 Nm, and its damping was 51 Nm/s. These are not the average values given in Tab. 1, but the values corresponding to one of the calculation cases carried out at the rotational speed of 4,500 rpm.
The value of the excitation force corresponded to half of the value measured during the experimental research. Its value for the consecutive time steps was F = [0, 0, 11, 59, 49, 44, 10, 0] N. During the analysis, the time step corresponded to the frequency of the measurements. The duration of the excitation force was approximately 0.1 ms and was the same as that in the experimental test.
The calculation results showing the displacements of the concentrated mass point with one degree of freedom are presented in Fig. 8 (blue line with square data markers). Fig. 8 also shows the signal measured during the experimental research (black line). The comparison of the two displacement curves leads to the conclusion that the stiffness and damping coefficients incorporated into the numerical model reflect the essential characteristics of the real object in a reliable manner. In order to ensure that results are reliable, a verification should be performed for each direction. Movement of the bearing journal is described by 4 stiffness coefficients and 4 damping coefficients which have an influence on the system operation at the same time. For verification purposes, they can be considered as separate values.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The object of this study is a rotor supported by two hydrodynamic bearings. This system has a strongly nonlinear nature, e.g. quite a number of large-sized vibration trajectories as well as sub-and super-harmonic vibration components were observed. The research methodology used was developed by the authors of this paper and it is intended for use in analyses of linear systems. The impulse response method (in a simpler version) has been already positively verified for such systems by other researchers. In many experimental studies, test systems are often at the threshold of linear operation and nonlinear algorithms are required to describe them effectively. The article presents the results obtained by the method that uses linear approximation applied to the nonlinear system. Despite a strongly nonlinear nature of the system in question and the fact that the computation results of dynamic bearing coefficients are characterized by large standard deviation values, these results have been positively verified by the authors of this article. A nonlinear nature of the tested system manifests itself when a bearing journal travels along a large-sized trajectory and it leads to changes in properties of a lubricating film. The linearization of dynamic coefficients of hydrodynamic bearings operating in nonlinear conditions can cause that results with large errors may be obtained.
The stiffness, damping and mass coefficients were determined for two bearings in one calculation step. A rigid coupling was used to join the two shafts, namely the rotor shaft and the driving motor shaft. In the experiments, the excitations were generated by an impact hammer near the disc located between the bearing supports. It has been found that the coupling has a big impact on the experimental results. The replacement of the rigid coupling by a coupling that will enable damping of torsional vibration may lead to improved results. Due to that fact, bearing no. 2 (i.e. the one situated further from the coupling) should serve as a reference source of information.
In order to verify the experimental results, the numerical model of the mechanical system in question was created using the Abaqus software. The main component of this system was an elastic-damping element, the stiffness and damping characteristics of which were the same as the ones obtained from the experimental tests. The mass of the concentrated mass point was equal to half of the rotor mass. Following the time-domain analysis, it was found that the response signal generated by the numerical model is very similar to the signal measured during the experimental research, which determined that the dynamic coefficients of the hydrodynamic bearings had been correctly determined.
Motivated by the obtained experimental results, the authors also conducted the theoretical analysis. At the present stage of studies, one can positively state that the experimental method for identification of stiffness, damping and mass coefficients can be used at the support points of rotating machinery equipped with two journal slide bearings. The presented method can also be applied to machines operating with other types of bearings (e.g. magnetic or foil bearings). However, one should bear in mind that the method has some limitations that need to be overcome to get it fully operational. During the experimental phase of this method, it is of major importance to minimize the impact of the coupling on the dynamics of a rotating system. Another important aspect is to choose an excitation force in such a way as to produce vibration of a test system and, in addition to this, rotor displacements must be linear. What seems to be problematic is the fact that the results obtained from the real object are widely scattered above and below the means (in other words, they have high standard deviations). For bearings with unknown or very complex geometries, values of their basic dynamic parameters can be successfully identified using the methodology presented herein.
